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In this NY Times bestselling book, Tyrese Gibson, multi-platinum R&B singer and celeb, and Rev
Run of Run-DMC and star of Run’s sometimes uncomfortable but always honest undertake the
single man’ In “Rev is married with six kids and Tyrese is an individual father still hesitant to
settle down. With Rev’s hard-earned knowledge on how to make a relationship work, and
Tyrese’Tyrese and Rev will be the unlikeliest of finest friends—Manology After Dark,” the guys even
supply the low-down on what men need during intercourse, before and after they put a band on
your finger. A few of men’s behavior may’t end up being changed, but as Tyrese and Rev talk
about, it’s easier to face the reality. But after an urgent argument in which Rev insisted that
marriage is forever, and Tyrese countered that you could bail when the sex proceeded to go bad,
the two decided not just to consent to disagree, but to synergy and open up their debate to a
more substantial audience. Manology will help you weed out the cheaters, MANipulators, and
pimps from the good men, and it'll provide you with the tools to know if your man is the marrying
kind.s House present a bold, honest, and uncensored look into the male mind.s mindset,
Manology is your a single source to help you take control of your love existence and truly
understand your guy.
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Balanced Rawness I very true and transparent look "behind the curtain" of the male mind. As
stated in the book's launch, some things are significantly less than pleasant to learn (kinda like
guys can't stand to know the facts of a woman's "period of the month")... I was giving because of
god, the father for sending you a Man-tor in Rev Run. Mysteries revealed!..aaaaand what's just
man ego and "MAN-ipulator" b.s. I think that if we, as women, switch our mindset and how we
view &!!! Because just as you prepare to give up on men and walk away considering "they're all
inherent jerks" based off Tyrese's "natural truth" (Lol), Rev. Run calls Ty on his b.s. This book is
very true I simply left a 21 1/2 yr relationship and relationship. But they're not "ALWAYS"
opposites either.. I was praying for you Tyrese! Therefore like I stated everything that's disgussed
in this reserve I find to become very true because I had resided and experienced them all with
one man so I definitely think a lot of men are like this if indeed they all aren't. rolled in and backed
Ty up, But nonetheless offered a different angle. This is a fantastic foundational book, in the
event that you keep finding yourself striking a wall associated with your man. Definitely worth
swallowing my satisfaction and simply listening...well, reading. Great Book I enjoyed the
publication but I think they are too focused on what a woman can do for a man to help to make
him feel good instead of what can a guy carry out to build himself up and look after his loves with
no need for constant admiration. I was still acquiring deep breaths since it is hard to read about
what men need and expect from a lady, but it was enlightening because so few actually tone of
voice it out.!!When I began to read the reserve, I came across myself constantly taking deep
breaths, especially during Tyrese's elements of the book..but they are what's real.! Worth the
purchase Great insight to what sort of man thinks. I know at the end of the day Tyrese you are a
man of faith and just like the rest of us, you aren't ideal.Half way through the book then I started
to get more into it, and appreciated Tyrese's truth.! Therefore reading your truth at that time of
the publication and what Rev Run had to say about it (that i often found myself agreeing more
with than you) produced me experience better and better.The very best area of the book was the
part about communication and what men really need from a woman, what men really think, and
how men are feeling. Thank you Operate and Tyrese! That, my brothers in Christ, is what I
appreciate the most concerning this book. Your candor is valued and I many thanks for sharing
the truth no matter the price.And Rev, thanks for whatever you said to encourage solitary women
of faith to look for a man of faith.! and offers the "other" perspective. Everything that book covers
we went through.! I used to create all sort of excuses and make an effort to look the other way
because I am a Christian and I loved him. Both of us grew up in a similar environment that Tyrese
did as well, I'd inform myself that he ultimately would grow out of his childish ways and we would
be ok. ENJOY!there were plenty of occasions when Rev. A straightforward read and frankly
written publication that is wisdom for all.! For those ladies like me that are strong and
independent this publication may ..BUY IT AND READ EVERY CHAPTER! I purchased this book
thinking it was likely to help me understand me, instead We understood myself. It really is my
sincere wish that males would read this publication as well because it may also provide them
with more clarity into the mind of females. It helped me recognize some of my issues with
dedication. Don't think non-e of it was bull and I actually took a couple of things from this book.!!
WOW, THIS IS THE MOST FABULOUS Reserve TO INVEST IN, FOR ANY WOMAN WHOM TRULY
REALLY WANTS TO KNOW THE EXACT "TRUTH" OF HOW Guys REALLY THINK, AND WHAT THEY
DESIRE, BUT DON'T SHARE SO OPENLY WITH US WOMEN!!!! Love the love and respect Rev
provides for his wife.! I GUARANTEE YOU Ladies WILL LEARN SOME VERY VALUABLE Details WE
AS Females "ALL" HAVE TO KNOW!! IT WAS A PAGE TURNER Reserve FOR ME!.!! Nonetheless it
never completely stopped, and while somethings may have halted other activities would start.!!



Three Stars eh! I thank Tryese and Rev Run for composing this book, it was nice to have noticed
this from males, confirming that what I have experienced isnt correct but that it's happening.
YOU GO GIRLZZZ, OF "ALL" AGES! I was taking into consideration stepping out from the church
as well as your perspective helped me start to see the difference it makes to be with a guy of
faith. At that time I was ready to give the book 3 celebrities, and that's because I always reward
honesty, but I'd have given you 1 star since it was hard to read and way out there.!~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ By far the very best relationship book I've ever browse, and I've go through
many (ESSENTIAL READ) Let me start off by stating that Manology isn't for kids, not just kids by
age, but the ones that are mentally & emotionally immature. Tyrese & Rev definitely kept it actual
in this book. As a middle-age, successful, single african-american female, I can appreciate the
realities that they shared in this book. I specifically appreciate the actual fact that the
information that was shared came from two different perspectives, and two different
generations.I think that what was shared in this publication many women know, but aren't in their
"period" to simply accept it as their reality. Rev. cope with the men in our lives, the human
relationships would be stronger and marriages would be able to stand. For those ladies like me
that are strong and independent this publication may help you see some reasons for having
yourself that you didn't find out you were doing.Thanks Ty & Rev for loving women enough to let
us in your mind to ensure that we may possess a better understanding of what makes you all
tick. Understanding IS POWER!!! As anyone who has usually struggled with relating to a person
within the bounds of a significant relationship, it was good to read what's intuitive for me and
also works. And while Im not that aged, Im only one day more than Tyrese, I have little hope any
longer for real love. Entertaining and an excellent book! Five Stars great book Awesome Great
Advice book, I would take some tips and use it with my dating life. Hopefully they will work and
help me figure out the right man to marry. I enjoyed the total amount Rev Run earned, so I kept
reading.!Great book "MANOLOGY" VALUABLE Reserve IS CRUCIAL READ Females! My boyfriend
is usually reading it now. Five Stars Such an excellent read!! Again, I'm about the truth regardless
of what. I'd actually give it a 4.!!5 if I could.! I emancipated myself and we were collectively since
we were 15 and 16. Work and Tyrese are AWESOME stability to each other! Two Stars seems like
a remake of Steve Harvey's book just boring Two Stars Didn't surface finish reading and given
recent occasions with Tyrese and his opinions I've deleted it from my Kindle! YOUR Guy WILL
Become HAPPY YOU GAINED THIS PRICELESS Details, ESPECIALLY IF YOU'RE Simply
BEGINNING A RECENT NEW RELATIONSHIP!
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